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ELASTIC K -PROTON SCATTERING AT 910 l/J.G.V/ c. 

POLARIZATION 01~ THE RECOIL PROTONS 

VTurner Hirsch 

LawrGrtce.Radiotion Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

ABSTRACT 

UCRL..: 10813 

The Berlwlcy 30-in. propane bubble chamber vms used to study the 

elastic K+-proton interaction at 910 MeV/c, in the region of transition 

from the isotropy in angular distribution found below 810 MeV/c to the 

rapidly increasing anisotropy above 1 BeV/c. 

Results based on 1154 events show that the series (1 + a cos e~m) 

can fit the angular distribution vith a = 0.18 ± 0.05. 

Polarization 1-1as measured on the secondary proton by using proton-

proton and proton•carbon recoils in the lj_c~uid of the chamber. 

intera~tions gave these values for ~1~ polarization: 

1/ 
p (40° < 0

cm 
'· ' 70°) - 0.80 -1- 0.80 

,~ 
.. - ... 

h. 

p (70° ~ e_cm < 100°)::: - 0.74 ± J.45 

~ 
K 

P(l00° :> 0cm _,. 140°)= + 0.55 ± 0.93 k ..... 

~ P"(l4o0 ::;: ecm / 160° )== +·0-70 ± 0.93 k ' 

The results of a phase shift analysis incorporating these polari-

zation data are presented. 
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ll-TTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this e}..'periment-is to investigate K+-proton elastic 

scattering in un intermediate energy region, bct·Hc::en the :i.E~otropy that 

seems to characterize the :::mc;ul.arclistribution belm1 EJ10 l·1eVIt.:.1 ' 2 '3 and 

1. c 
the rapidly increasing Gnirwtropy found to exist above 1 BeV I c ·' ..J • 

. The ;-rork of Golclhab0r et c\1.
1 indicates that the very low energy 

...L. 

K' - P interaction is charjctcrized by an isotropic angular distribution, 

by constructive interference behtcen nuclear and Coulomb interactions 

(therefore by a repulsive nuclear force), and by an S-vc.1vr"' phase shift 

the mo.c;nitude of uhich incre~;~ses line0rly ii:ith momentum at least as 

far as the 6l~o 'JIIeVI c region. A d.escription of the sco.tterinrc j_n te:.:-mi3 

of 2. P1l 2 interaction, or a mi:;-:ture of P
1

/
2 

;,c;,nd P
3
1

2 
states, which can 

also reproduce isotropy) if3 ruled out 1)y ther;1 on ·the bc1sir> of the lo'..: 

energy behavior and the constant character of the angula:::- distl·ib-ution 

over this 1-rhole momentum region. These results are not in disag:::-eE:ment 

2 
~-ri th the ee.:::-lier -vrork of Jcycia, Kerth ;_·,nd :Baender At 810 H.eV I c 

isotro::;;y is still a, possible descri_-,:,t;jon o:f the observed angular dis-

t -·. t' 3 :ci.,JU 1011. 

that some anisotropy appea:;.~s definite a·G _arm.md 1 BeVI ;;_, i:·~c:ces.:.oinc 

optical model approach because most of the ongul<:;.r clj_stri·oution ho'e 

looks like predominantly a diffraction inte1·action. 

Our present experimc:nt is to measure the r.mgu:Lar ciist,l·ibution in 

the region of transition: :xt 910 I'lcV I c, to try to determine, . ' 1 'Ill T..~.1 

the 8.id of polarizs.tion measurements on the rec:oil :p:coton, the. nature 
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polarization dD.t~l are available,· it is, in principle, possible to 

distinguish betvreen pure angular mor.1entuzn states and :r.ixtures. 

advantageous to conduct the e:·::-_perilne::lt in pro:;>ane ( c
3
n8). 

The e:>..-perimental arrangerr.ent6 sho-vm in Fig. 1 -vras used to lead 

910 MeV/c K+ mesons from the :Bevatron target to the Powell-:Birge 

30-in. propane bubble chamber? with which 42,500 pictures were t~~en. 

A scan of 19,750 pictures for tvro-prong scatters yielded 4982 cancli-

date events of the type shovrn in Fig. 2. These were measured on 

digitized microscopes and constrained in energy and momentum to be 

elastic K+ -Proton interactions. 

Of the 4982 events, 1905 had readily identifiable scattered prongs, 

in that a) the proton carne to rest in the lig_uid of the bubble cho...;J.ber, 

or. b) the K+ decayed after scattering, or c) the K+ 1-rent in a bc:.ck-

·Hard direction with respect to the incoming beam particle. For other 

events a scan table comparison of predicted and observed ionization 

density and 5-ray formation gave the correct identity of the scattered 

prongs. 

1154 events were mcluded ill the angular distribution after con-

straint to elastic K+ - Proton scattering (See Fig. 3). 
·.:o obtain maximum effectiveness from phase shift fitting, the 

polarization of the recoil proton was measured by second scattering 

in the li~uid of the bubble chamber. 
. + 

For this purpose all 42,000 pictures \iere scanned for good K - p 

elastic scatters that 1-rere followed by in·ce:::actions of the recoil 

protons either on hydrogen or on carbon (?i~. 4). Good P-hydrogen 

events had to be coplanar and have 90° opening angle between the 

scattered protons. Good P-c~rbon events had to lie in the acceptable 
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region of a modified Fmfler-Birge plot and to shovr no evidence for 

an energy loss greater than 50 MeV. 

The~e vrere 94 events that met all these criteria ( 41 P-carbon 

and 53 P-hydrogen events). 

The polarization information v:as used_, vrith the measured angular 

distribution, tQ obtain the best sets of phase shifts to describe 

K+ - Proton elastic scattering (Table I and li'ig. 5). 

The following equations, which are discussed in detail in appendices 

A and B, were used to analyze our data. 

(1) The angular distribution is given by: 

g = (L + l) A__ T.A~ • v
0 (e) 

. -L, L + l/2 + --L, L - 1/2 ' "-L 
~·! 

· . I .... -- co r- ·- · .. · .. -· · 

h ·, 411 L: -. / L (L + l) ,: A_ l ( ) 
== 2ik L=O··/ 2L+ 1 -L, L + l/2- AL, L- l/2• YL e 

where e is the scattering angle; L is the angular momentum; k is pro-

portional to the incoming momentumj and vhere ve ~wve set 

A _ 2i5L J _ l 
L J - e ' 

) 

Coulomb scattering causes a modification of these equations, as is shmm 

in the references 4, 5, and 16. This has been taken into account in the 

experiment. 

(2) The polarization of the :cecoil proton e.t the fil·st scatter is 
·~:-

p (e) = 2 He gh 
0 Jgj2+ jhj2 

and is directed along the norm'3.l to the first scattering plane. 

(3) The differential cross-section for protons at the second scatt·er is 

dcr ( dn···• l + popl cos<!>) 
where P

1 
is the analyzing povrer at the second scatter and lJ? is the anc;le 

betvreen the first and second scattering planes. 
~.<- The data in this reference, as greatly expanded by V .z. Peterson, describe 
elastic P-Carbon interactions and degrees of inelasticity of P-carbon 
interactions up to a proton energy loss of 50 MeV. 
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EXPERiiYlENTAL PRODEDURE 

I. Jl.pparatus 

6 The beam transport equipment, designed by Goldhabe:r;, et al. , 

+ provided a momentum--analyzed and velDcity..;separated beam of K (Fig 1). 

Protons impinged on a tnrget in one of the Bevatron strttight sections. 

Particles travelling at 27.5° to the c-irculating proton beam -v1ere 

allOI·ted to enter the beam trunsp'ort channel after passing through a 

collimator to reduce the vertical size of the image~ Momentum anal:;;sis 

took place'at a bending magnet and momentum selection in a horizontal 

collituator behind tl:le i1lagnet. This collimator and the focussing prop-

erties of the f r±:iging field of the ~-e;nd:ing ma(5net created a parallel beam 

. which -was passed through a ten-foot, crossed-field velocity spectrometer 

+ . + 
to cause a vertical displacement of n and K images. These were 

focussed by a two•elel:li.ent quadrupole magnet on a slit -vrhich -v1as so 

. . . + 
placed as to admit preferentially K . The rest of the beam v1as a 

mirror. image of vThat ha.s been described so far, fox·ming a :final irc.age 

at a second slit. Behind. ·;;his was 1Haced the 30-in. propane bubble 

chamber. Extra moneuverabili ty vras obtc;'.ined by a sunll C magnet in 

front of the first slit. A horizontal collimator t.-ms ~Jlaced -vtithin 

the first SI.Uadrupole magnet to keep the beam off .the v.'alls of the second 

velocity spectrometer. 

11Separation curves" (Fig. 6) were run l)y tuning both spectro

meters for K+, then varying the magnetic field in(one to sweep over 

a b.road region around the best K+ operating roint. 

The Pow·ell-Birge 30-in. heavy liq_uid bubble chamber7 was filled 

-v1ith propane (c
3
H8; density= 0.415 [!,:to.ms/cc) and placed in a 13,000 

gauss magnetic field. It was equipped -vtith t1·1o cameras horizontally 
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separated by 22.9 em and situated 1~-0 em above the propane ver;seJ. :i.tsclf. 

The tracl<::s vtcre measured by mG.king (X,Y) coordinate observations 

\·d. th diGitized microsco1x!:s in both stereo viev1s at intermi ttcnt points . 

a:Long the track length. Cornput;.ltion consisted of spacial reconstruction 

of tracks, evaluation of mom::;nta, o.ngles, and error estimates, c:alculrJtion 

of derived Q.ttantities (i.e. enercicsJ center of mDss values of the para-

meters, etc), ·nnd constraint of [.111 mca:surecl quuntities to n.t the 

+ hypothesis of elastic K - P sc.s.tterinc;. All these functions 11ere 

performed by the FOG-CLOUDY -1~1\IR duta recluction systen?. 

' 
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II. ScanninG 

ScanninG instructions specified: 

a) that an event have two and only t·Ho outgoing prongs J 

b) . . + . 0 
that the incident K enter the bubble chambe±- "t-tithin 10 of the 
average beam direction, and that it have no other interaction 
prior to the two-prong scatter; 

c) that.both scattered prongs not lie to one sic1e of the incident 
track in both views; that both scattered prongs not go backvmrd 
vith :t'YJS;pect to the incident trackj 

d) that the scattered prongs obey the "scissors test 11 -i<- J 

e) that a track. coming to rest in the liquid of the chamber, 
without decaying~ be labelled 11protoni1

; 

t) that a track whose ionization be.comes less dense abruptly, 
accolllpanied by a scatter at this point, be labelled "K+ decny'' 
unless the kinematics violate this hypothesis; 

g) thet a track. scattered bDckvm:t'd vTith res}:lect to the inc:!.dent 
track be labelled 11K+ 11

, and} finally, 

h) that all <)""rays on any prong be noted. 

;In:struct;ion (a) is intended to eliminate a portion of the inelastic 

ihte.:!?actions on hyd.:t•og,en or carbon. ltem (b) requires that the beam 

port. e.ctui;prnent or in tht;; p1·opane itself vill have a redpc:ed morn~ntun1. 

Items (c) end (d) ate rough Glasttcity dnd ctrplanar~i.ty tests. !terns (e)J 

(f)~ arHi (g) take advant&lc;e of the knO\m chul~ucteristics of K+ 1 s und 

protons to h<i:lp identify the scattered p:i'ongs. :ttem (h) is used for 

subsequent idehtificmtion of prong_s J · using the measured momentum volue 

"'-
one ct:u.1 differerltiate frequently between I( and proton on the basis 

of 5-ray formation. 
+ ThiS is also a. method of remov).nc; rr contamination; 

-x- The "scissors test11 is 8. rough indic2.tion of the coplanari ty of all 
three tracks at an origin: one coalesces both imaGes o:f the beam track 
on a scanning projector. ThenJ rapid switching from one projected view 
to the other will cause the scattered tracks to appeo.r to move b::lck and 
forth like a pair of scissors if the event is coplanar. If, hovevcr, 
one prong goes backv;ard vith respect to the beam particle then the track 
images will aJ::lpear to move :tn the same direction rather thc:m in opposite 
directions for coplanar tracks. Either criterion could be obeyed. 
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since the K+ cannot make o-rays of greater cnergythan 5 HeV. 

'l'racks less than 3 rbin in length vere rejected. 

Out of 19,750 pictures scanned vith these instructions, 1~982 candi

dates for K+ - Proton elbstic scattering vrere obr::erved nnd mcDoured. 

For the second portion of this experiment, the measurement of the 

recoil proton ;poiari·zation, an instruction vas given to note all inter-

actions on scatte1-;ed prongs. Another 22,750. pictures -vrere scanned only 

for such second scatters. The wllole film :;ielded 1757 of these events. 

The final angulor distribut.iori contains events only from the fUlly 

scanned 19,7 50 picture sample, lvhere:Js the polarization i:neasurerrtent~ usc 

all the available fill11. The fully scanned rolls of film sre interspersed 

vti thin the total footage to ensure proper sampling. 

Of the 4982 candidate events for the angular distribution,· 1905 fell 

under scanning instructions (e)_, (:1:'), and (g) and thus had their scattered 

prongs identified. The re1naihinc; 3077 events had t,o be co11.strained to 

t-v10 eiasticity hypotheses corresponcling to the JlOr~s:Lble :Ldentity per• 

mutation of the scattered tl'acks ( 
1 

K+; P 

• 

... 
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III. Selection Criteria 

A. Ela~ticity .Criteria 

Elastic scattering e::-..-petinlents on hyd.xogen in a propane ch:.1111ber 

are (~har-acte:dzed b~r high 'backgrotmd since only one third of the 

possible interc.ctions take place on free protons. He hc.ve three 

moment~ flhd one energy conservation conditions on nine n:cas1.1red. 

variables (one moment-qm and t1·:0 anGles define each traclc). Using the 

method of Lagrange undeter:mined riml tipliers as it is described. in 

Berge,; Solmitz and 'I'afti 10 a oest fit to the elasticity hypothesis .. 
2 .. 

and a X. goodness of fit estimcte are obtnined. 

2 ·X· ~-· 0"1 
We chose ax. cut off of 10 (P. x.~l = o.o4; 

~ _I 
Fig. 7). 

Ti.,ro tests 1ve1'e made to sh01·: that this cut off v1as justifiable. 

:Fig. 8 shm-ts the distribution of 1 'q_uasi~elastic 11 eventsJ defined 

as those '·th~ch had 10 < x.
2 < 40 and also fulfilled the conservation 

equa.tJl,.on.s after aonstraint. These are interactions Hi th peripheral 

protons in aa:rbon. Compa.rison ,.,.ith the elastic. distribution shOi.rs 

t:b,a't.; wiithin statistios1 both heve the $C:U11e angular distribution. 

Thus" choosing our cut off 

the angular distr;L.bution. 

2 
at x. - 10 does not introd.t1ce a bias in 

Fig. 9 shovs a plot of the Q value of the scattered prongs 

(vrhere Q~ [ (L: E
1

)2 ... (E P.)2 ]. l/2 - L: M.) :for events \vith x.2 > 10. 
i. il. 1:1 

'I'hese are overt·rhelnlingly carbon events; although o. fevr inelastic and 

* The measured x2 distribution in bubble chamber data is often found 
to be of correct shape but displaced too far to-1v0.rd higher values of 
x.2. This is due to a general underestimo.tion of meo.sure!Jlent errors, 
and must be corrected before a cut off limit can be meaningftll. Our 
errors were underestimated by a factor of 1.22. 
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elastic K+ - P interactions are included. The histoe:;ra.m shovrs vrhat 

may be called the 11 ca.rbon phase space. 11 From an experiment of 

+ o I K + n -> K + P.; conducted at T(O MeV c in propane, vTe ,have a Q value 

distribution of the tvro outG;oinc; 1)rongs. This distribution) normalized 

to our data and sho~m in a solid line in Fig. 9) is from an inter-

action vhicl:l must have taken place in carbon. It provides a test to see 

2 i.Jhether the rejected events vlith x. > 10 really are carbon scatters. 

As is seen, our histogram fits· a 11 carbon phase space" very vTell, except 

for an enhancement in the region of 300 MeV. This is due to those 

4% (or abou~· 6o events) of elastic scatters with x.2 > 10; vthich lie 

in the tail of the x.2 distribution. 

Having c)1o sen our x 2 cut off J '"e then went back to the scan 

.2 
table and looked at those events vlith X < 10 uhere scattered prongs 

had not previously been identified. UsinG the co;n:puted momentum from 

curvature, and compensatinG for the dip angles of the tracl'\.8 1 -vre 

compared predicted and ob:t.er'Ved ionization densitie.::; to <iifferentiate 

. . . . + . 
betv,;een the scattered K :from tht: pro·con. 

VJhenever possible 'He used the 5-;.rays to aid us. 5-ray f'orr::ation 

+ is a function of velocity and therefore a K of given momentwn Hill 

form more than a proton of the same momentu<11. The maxii.1lum energy of a 

:() .. ray aiso is velocity dependent. For momenta below 600 lllev/ cJ for 

exam;ple., a ;proton will not create o-r::,ys of sufficient energy to be 

* visible in propane. At 910 MeV/c protons can giv·e o .. :rays of 0•97 

.X- This minimum o-ray energy is approximately 0 )+ NeV) though 
straggling may cause variation in this. In propane an electron of 
energy greater than 1. 0 MeV vill lose 1 MeV per centimeter. 

• 
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MeV 'Hherens It can produce 5 -rays of up to 3. 5 HcV. 

In some cases it ,.,as possible to use range-curvature to pick out 

th ;-,-+ e r. • 

+ ');( - Proton baciq~round interactions c0.n alBo freq_uently be detected 

by using these methods, 

curvature) i·le 'i-rere abJ.t! to identify 90 to 957, of scattc:ted traclw. 'I'he 

remainder consisted of: 1) those bettor·. sui ted.J by obGerv-ation,; to 'be 

+ tl . ..(+ . d ") -'-1 :rc :wn 1 an c: "10se events l·th,~re trucks 'dere so poor in g_uaJ .. i ty as 

to be uniden·tifiable. In the lc:t;::;c;r class ·rrere very steep trad:s 

1·:bere ionization density ·Has unrcs.dable) m;Jch lcinked tracks i·thCTe 

-1~ 
motnentUrli or range were u:·@ec:suroble , and lastly; events fglling in 

regions vrhere temperature arocJ.:l_ents CC:cUSCd d.ist.ortions in the ri,erJ.ia 

betveen tlJ.e cameras and the ch:::u:1ber • 

... · 2 
The x test after constraint of' measured varial)les is meanj.nc;ful, 

only if the constraints have indeed oeen sat,isfied thl"ough this 

adjustment. Thus vie required. thcd:. ·cnc energy cons;:;:c'rat~_o:J eq_ua.tion 

be lance to \Tithiri 5 

minutes of arc. 
.. ;.~{4 

Actus.lly; all these g_usntitics ::;hould) after con-

straint; balance exactlyj yet, roundi:c113 errors c::.nd the finite nunibe1· 

of computation i tera.tions performed tc. achieve converc;e:nce ce.n cause 

some apparent imbalance. Just one more i tertrGion miglit hc.ve cattsed 

complete convergence; then the ir.J.betlance Hould be 6 l'eflection of 

mathematical rather thon IJhysic<~l linitation and the event ought to 

-1:- Since there are four constraint c:quations; 'vre co.n deliberately omit 
measuring the momentum of a bad track, use a constraint ·co suppJ.y it 
and still. have three concu·:-.lons left to impose on the event. 

-X-:f The copla,nari ty is ,l
1
. (K. . d .,_ x P- . .

1
) . I<,c::ot·t. ._1 and is re-

_ :t.ncl enc recol - c' 
quired to balance within 0. 005 in the cosine of the dot p:coduct 
angle. 
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be labelled as 11 good 11
• Out of the l~982 ca.ndidute events r.;cnt to the 

computer) 1448 or 29% pus sed the combined x2 
and "converged constra.ints" 

tests. 

• 

• 
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B. + rr contamination 

r 1 . t ' + . + d . r1e con BMinat1on of n and~ was measure ·by use of 6-rays. 

. . 11 
First a special scan 'Vms made · of film from another experiment vri th 

knmm rr flux in the same energy region. A count was made of beam 

track o-rays vrith more than 5 HeV, and -- separately -~ of beam track 

interactions. These b-rays mc.!:..;l; r.ome from :n: or J..L, vthile the inter-

actions must come from n: alone. By comparing this with-results :from 

our experiment: vie concluded .that the combined n: and J.l bsckc;round was 

(8 .9 ± 0. 5)cjo, 011 the basis of 30'( b-,~a;ys c;reatcr than 5 MeV on 6735 

meters of beam track. The n: contamination alone is ( 5. 9 ± '1. 2 )~b on 

the basis of 23 C)-rays greater than 5 HeV found on tracks that sub-

sequently interacted. 

To ascertain the maximum possible contamination of our fir..al, 

selected sam"Ple of data, vre p· lotted theorettcal curves of G . the - . k' 

laboratory scattering anc;le of tbe K+, ver.sus OP, ar"d of e:n: versus ep,Fig lOa. 

Good elast,ic K+ - P scattering e'.,rent:.:; Here placed (before constraint) 

On thiS Scatter diag1•am. 'rheir (dsplacc::r.1C!,tG from the 

( e,._ vs. e ) curve and fran ·',:,ha ( 9 vs. 9. ) curve uen:! each plotted in 
~ p fi g 

histograms shown in ljiig. 101.: and 10::: • E:>::-perimental meastlrement errors 

. 00 in angles are less than l. . 

The displaced peak indicates indeed that these events are better 

fitted to K+ - P than rr+ - P scattering. Yet there is a region, for 

small ek or e1t, where the theoretical curves approach each other to 

an angular separation that iS of the o:cder of mat;nitudc of the errors. 

In this region some overlap is found, and this gives the upper limit 

to the actual rr+ contamination of' our final da.t.a. 
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He have eli vided the events into those ':11'1ich lie in the rcr_).on of 

possible overlap ·and those vrhicll do not. The latter invuri::.Lbly lie~ 

at least l 
0 

farther from the (rr, p) curve them the (K, IJ) Cl.n···J'c. In 

other 1-rords, n + contamination is rejected in ccar111illt;\ a:.1d ·oy the 

·consti·aint proc;rnm, and vthere no overlap should c::dst; 'lie ho.ve: found 

+ non.e. Thus the backe;romid of rc - P events rtust exist solely i·ii thin 

the overlap region. 

If \W say that any event, lying in the overlap region and •iit':!in 

1° of.the (e VSw 
1( 

+ e ) curve, could. be a :n: - p scattering event, and 
p 

if i·7e further say that the maximum rt COJ.'ltO.mlnation Of any gi·ven set of 

scattering events is Given by the 
1 -X-

5.9 ± l. 2?o determined above,then 

\fe find a maximum T( contamination of our finally selected data of' 

0. 55~. \-le estimate that this is well vrithHl the errors due to statist:"cc:.s. 

* L This assumes that the ancular distrihution of (;r', p) is similar Jco 
t~1at of (I<.+, P). Actually the (n+, p) distr;Ll!ption is peal\.ed 

(
,,+ ) 0J.f f'onrard more than the !\. , P at this energy."" r Col~rpensation for 

this brings the maxirtmm rc+ contamination up :f'i•om 0. 5~'a to l. o~;. 

I 
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C. Beam Momentum 

In Fie;. 12 we shO\v a plot of measured beam momentum along with a 

fitted Gaussian curve. The value 910 ± 70 MeV/ c was obtained. A 

study of decays 12 result (also averaged the length of 'r gave a over 

t the chamber). of 910 ± 60 HeV /c. + The momentum loss of the K over 

the length of the bubble ch:::un1)er gives a m1.nimllln momentum spread of 

± 50 H.ev/ c; these errors are not much ·Hider than this. 

l''reg;uently, in e:»."_Per:iJneLtts 'i·rith '..Tell-analyzed beams of particles, 

one is able to "edit 11 the measured value of oeum mon:entu:n; that J.S; 

one constrains it to be the value f:Lzcd ty the r.:w.~_;n<:!ts and collimators 

of the beam transport eg_ui:pment. 'I'his vras not possible here because 

the beam vras really desigr1ed to operate at about 700 HcV / c~ and all 

parameters vrere strained beyond oi:'ic;inal intcmtion to achieve the 

:present momentum. All alterations ·vrere perf'or'Jr,ed on the eg_uipment as 

it sat ... _ aligned ~ ... on the bevat1•on. floor and no extra "I·Tire ox'oit.s 

were run on the magnets or g_uadrupoles. Thus it 'i·TG.S impossible to 

predict, exactly, vrhat the actual momen-c-u:n :Ln the bubble cbaml)er 

v.rov.ld be. 

The It - P angular• di.st:cib1Jtion ~.s lmm-m to vary only slOVTly l·fith 

momentum in this region. Nevertheless sor:1e cut off li1aits are necessary. 

He chose 910 ± 100 MeV/ c, about 1. 5 staridard deviations • 

• 
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The K - P interaction, asc;uming a spllerically Gymmetric potential, 

must be invariant under the rotation of coordinate axe::; 8.r)out the in-

coming ('beam) direction. To t.cnt tliis_, in l''ig. 13 the azimuthal a,nglc, 

cp, vas plotted. It shm1s a c;cnc::rally isotropic dj_str:Lbution except 

o 
8

o _,..o 
for rec;ioris at 0 , 1L 0 , snd j)O • These arc the angles of particles 

heading almost straight up or do-vm in the chamber. rrrwse tracb~ a:re 

hard to see and har'd to measure, and -vre are biased against them. To 

correct for this, vie iJapo:3e the f'oJ.loHing acceptable regions. on the 

azimuthal angle cp: 

0 165° 10 < cp < -
190° < c:) < 340° 

These limits were iirrposed. after a· detailed. study of },ig. 13 and 

sJ,milar graphs. 

• 

t 



E. Other Selection Criteria 

There '\-rasJ ih addition:_, a fiducial region criterion zo that all 

events vrbuld lie in easily visible ree:;ions of the·bubble.charnber. 

This ensured that scanninc; d'flch:ncy l·rould not vary too rapidly vTi th 

' the position of the interaction vertex. 

A last c;eiterion specified that the error (after constraint) in 

ectn th t f '·t · 1 f' '' I.+ ' ll ' t .. e cen· er o mass scn·L. ·erlnc; ang e o ·cne <.. , oe s:·na · · enougn o 
k' 

minimize the chance of events overlapping into o.djoininc; anc;ular 

distribution boxes. This required ac"l error of less than 6° in e~m. 

Only four events vrere affected. 

t 
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IV. Anc;ular Diutributj_on 

In Fie;. 3 vre show the an;_;ular distrib-ution of the 115lf eventr~ 

that met the selection criteria. This was analyzed with a 11kelihood 

function to obtain best fits ·Hith a varyinr; number of term::; in a 

cor>ine series. 

A plot of the number of dec:n:-cr; o:!.' f'n::edom; n, ·-.reruu3 Chi-

·X· 
squared divided by n (Fig. lh) :.::Lmr0 ·i.;lwt either 

or 

dcr ~ -·· 1 . ( 0 ,.., ) _,_ 0 rc< ) .-, c:m 
-:;-'('C'-... + .c.( -'- .~..-v COS t1, + 
Qol K 

( 0.18 ± 0.12) 
2 em 

cos G,_ 
J:-. 

>.:ill satisfy the angular distribution. The forraer is more satisfactory 

(1) 

(2) 

b t ,... dd · t · f th 2 e era " · 1 · · · ecause · He a ~ J.On o · ·· e cos -
1
. term a.oes not. c 1an0e the coofflClent 
\: 

em 
of the cos ek term appreciably; on the other hand, the coefficient of 

2 em 
COS 8k is SUbject to a stand.ard deviation almost GS lare:;e as itself. 

-¥.· The plot of (n) versus (x 2
/ ) is based on tli.e fact that the avere.ge 

value of x2 is n. Thus vre e:xBect that a dh:trilrution that is i-rell 
fitted by 3 coefficients Hill c;et 2. very hic;h X2 value ivhen fitted 
vli th one coefficient, a lovrer value with 2 colO':C'i'icicnts and ap1)roxim::1tely 
1 vrith 3 or more coefficients. 

·• 

' 

I 
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V. Polariz~tion 

}i'rom the unkn01m polarizatJ.on (P 
0

) induced in a direction n
1 

at 

the first vertex: the knovn analyzing pover (P
1

) in direction~ at 

the second vertex and cos <!lJ clefincd as the 1n·ojection of 11
1 

on ·]i 2) 

the follO\·ring likelihood function vas constructed.: 
}-;: 

(P )r>C.J[ (1 + p
0 

Pl. cor:> <!lJ 
0 

i l 

The product is over the l-;: second scattc:ring events to be used in 

various phases of this analysis. The basis for this likelihood 

'(l) 

function is that the differential cross-section at the second. scattering 

vertex is 

as is :proved in Appendix J\. 

The :proportionality sign is used in Eq. (1) abov~ because many 

factors not depending on P 
0 

have bet:n o:rnj_t:,~ed. 'I'hese S(::rv.::: only to 

change the aroi trary SCG.le of the i:;.b::li1.10cd f-..:mct.:i_or.c 7 nei tlle:c 

~ function of P . 
0 

:probabilities, it actually includes 

t' the i n event scat te red through ( G 
1 

J 
... \ ,. ·t 
lJ. ) d 
'L 

l. 

undeflected to vertex 2; ancl .scat;tn·ed tber~ thrm.;::;}l \. :';:: . 

that defines the most probable value of P : averaged over tlle data 
0 

under.c:msideration; and a lvidth that defines the uncertainty in this 

value. 

For later combino.t:l.Cd -vri th a :phr: ~~c shift, analysis ve have used 

n "em 
/; to find a value of P 

0 
j_n four :Lntcrv;:<ls of tJk J the center of 

+ 
mass scattering ane:le of tbe K . 
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Selection criteria for the evehts to be included in this cnalysic 

are discussed in the following sections. 94 events were selected: 41 

P-carbon and 53 P·hydrogen scatters. They are shovrn plotted. j_n Fir.:;. 1'7. 

The ordinate is to be interpreted as the 11 equlval<:mt number of event:-; 

\~ 

of unit analyzing povrer 11
; it :U3 the sum 'i(P

1
. cos (i\) for flll eYents 
l 

f . ll . . t tl . t l 1' o· em ·a. :tnfT :~.n ·o · 1e same u1 ·erva · a· ,. • 
L> li: This corresponds to counting 

up the total effective analy~~inQ; povrer in that inter-val. It might 

also be thought of as the number of events that an eguivalE.:nt couritE:r 

ex-periment (of such geometry that cos <I> {
0 1 and P1~8 1. 00 )mia;ht taye 

:1. 

recorded. 

In Fig. 17 we have separated the t·wo classes of second scatters, 

P-carbon and P-hydrogen. It will be noted that the P-carbon events 

em o · 
tend to cluster in the region ek < 90 (forward scattered KT and 

backvard scattered proton) while the P~hydrogen events tend to lie 

in the other center of mass hemisphere. This rnGans thot, in the l&b.:>ratory 

P-hydrogen scatters tend to occur to the f'uster proton;:;, I·Thereo.s 

P-carboh scatters tend to be fout1d on the slmv-er protons. 

Though the P-P cross section is ncu.rly const::m".:, throughout this 

energy region (70 to 500 HeV)j the P-P scatters tend. ccct;r· on the 

faster protons because these lie f'orvnrd in the cha;nlx:r c.c::.d ha'Je -i:iuch 

longer :path lengths 'd th greater likelii:iood o:r in-'c.eract:::.on. P-C 

scatters, on the other hand, rapidly bc;come ino:;lastic at higher energies. 

The maximUin angle of scattering of elastic events of J.~ic;ller energy sl1rinks 

to 10°. Unless such a small scatter is ne2.rly horizontal 

it may not be visible. 

He have fevrer P-C events than P-P though the P-C cross section is 

larc;er because: 

t 

f 
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1. There is 8/3 as much hydrogen t:ls carbon in propane. 

2. There are more channels for inelastic P-C than for inelastic 
P-P collisions. 

3· P-C scatters tend to be small in angle and hard to detect. 

Eq. (l) cannot be used for bubble chamber events without including 

a geometric correction fa,~tor. Since the existonce of thj,s fDctor 'dEH~ 

first called to our attention by Dr. l'1a1colrn vTnatley1 3, vie shall hence-

forth refer to it as the vfhutley Correction. f., detailed explam:.tion 

is complicated and is left to Appendix D. 

For the purposes of this section, ve need only point out that 

since the measurement of pola:cization i.s based on an azimuthal asymmetry 

at the second scatt<:ring vertex, ve r~ust be able to cietee:t, for given 

scattering angle, all azimuthal dirc::ctions. In o·t.her -vrords, protons, 

scattering in a cone of half angle ex about the direction of the in-

cident proton, must all be visible. If the second scatter occurs near 

the top or bottom of the bubble chanilier, for some azimuthal directions 

the protons may leave projected track lengths too short to be seen in 

the photographs. This forms a bias in polarizErtion r;leasurement. Each 

event must be corrected incli viduo.lly. 12~ of our events were affected. 
I 

We now state the results of the ~pplicction of Eq. (1), as modi-

fied by the '\1hatley correction) to the fmu~ :intervals· of D,cu chosen on 
1\. 

the basis of the distribution sho1-m in Fig. 17: 

p ( 40° :_::. .. em 
/ 70°) o.Bo ± 0.80 

0 
(,.'k ' 

(70° em 100°) o. ·r l,. ± 0 .l~5 p ·< el: 
/ 
·~ 

0 -
Po (100° ;_( 8

c:m 140°) - + 0. 55·± 0.93 
k 

p (140° ::; ,.;em 
·< 16o')) + 0.'70 ± 0.93 

0 G'k 
') 

The corresponding curves, vith the lognritJun of r-.C (P ) plotted 
0 

versus p 
o' 

are sho-vm in Fj_g. 18. 
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VI. Second Scattering Selection Criteria 

A. GenBral Remarks 

To be useful for l)01arization measurements} second scatters must 

fulfill hro conditions s a) they must occur on proton recoils from an 

elastic first scatter J and b) they must be j,nteractions for vrhich 

polarization measurements have been carried out in ::.oome prr;;vious 

e:h.--periment. 

Condition (a.) is necessary so that a vrell-dcfined polarization 

state exists. Condition (b) requires that the analyzing povrer at the 

second scatter be knov.rn. The analyzing po-vrer is equal' to the state 

of polarization that vould be induced by such a scatter on an un-

polarized beam of protons of the same momentum. 

Elastic proton-hydrogen interactions have previously had 

analyzing :power recorded over a large energy region. Proton-carbon 

scatters have been investigated in the region from perfect elasticity 

to an energy loss of 50 MeV. 8 

The morii!llntU1n of the incide11t proton at the second vertex i·ras 

vell known because this proton had previously been constrained at 

the first vertex. The momenta of the scattered tracks s.t the seccncl 

vertex are often hard to measure because the tracks a:-:-e steep. The 

angles of such tracks, ho,tTever, can sti;Ll be vrell-measured. 

By convention, the angle of scattering referred to in P·P 

interactions is the smaller of the two scattering angles, corresponding 

to the forvtard hemisphere in the center of mass. 

' 

l 
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l 

blank paze 

t. 



B. I'roton Hyd.roc;en Interactions 

Second scatters -vri th two visible outgoinc; pronc;s v1ere tent.;ed in tvo 

Hays as being possible elastic P-P scatters. 

First) all three tracks were required to be co:planar l·ri thit1 c'"rhdn 

limits. These cut off points 1.;erc~ cho:3en a:ftu· insr)cc:tion of Fig. 15a 

l.fhere the value of the triple product of the momentum vectors has been 

plotted. This centers at zero (perfect coplanarity). 

The second requirement '"as that the larJOr3.tory oyJening angle of 

· the h1o outgoing protons be vT;L ~;c:J.n the limits sho1m in Fig. l5b. This 
nearly 

angle is / constant for a given incoming momentum. Tbe spread sbo-vm 

is due to the spread in this Ji1omentwri, as \·Tell as to measurerLcnt error. 

_+ 
Events 1-1hich met these tlw tests and vrhich a2_so l·rere good K - P 

·'/-
elastic scatters at the first vertex ivere given appropTiate analyzing 

0 

pm.,rer from the graph in the Fovrler-Birge paper
0 

-x- Six req_uirements have been mentioned for :Lnclusion of an evE:nt J.n the 
angular distributi.on. Of theseJ only the elusticity and becm mol:lentL<m. 
restrictions· vrere kept for polariza'C,j.on c<mdidates. 'l'he otbcr :::-eCJ_uj.re;:.:.2Ets 
deal vrith scanning and graphing biases vhich are not applicable to the 
likelihood function apiJroach used in t:1is anal;',rsis. 
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C.. P:~.·oton-Cc~rbon Interactions 

should be elastic to vithin 50 

fro:.n n (modified) Fm-rler-Birce 

versus scattering anele. 

HeV • 

8 
:plot 

This information ·Has obtained 

of incominG proton momentum 

The C11rveo that yielded the=; analyzinG IJOvrer vrere divided into 

several catecories of incrco sinG im~l<J::.;ticJty, with decreasin):~ unaly?,:inc 

p0v1er. 'rherefore we next c:tudied the: photographr; us inc; all avai1D1Jle 

information, such as momentum, dip an13le _, mea suremcmt error, on d. 

ionization density to estim:.:d:.e the umount of energy los[;. 

There \vere a fe1·T recoil :protons that came to rest in the chGmber. 

Their momentum was knovm to 31~ anc1 their energy loss co1Jld be accur:Jtely 

determined. Other events, if obviously inelarstic, e:llso received a 
G 

lowered analyzing pm1er. In most cases, hm-1ever, the amount of in-

elasticity could not be established. _ Such events were arbitrarily 

labelled "elastic". This is reasonable because of the very high 

(300 mb.) cross section for elastic f3ca·ttering. 

If an event fell in a region \·!here the analyzing pover hacl not 

been measured, or could not be found by a short extrapolation, we did 

not urse it. 41 events \·Jere finally used. 

A bias is introduced by the fact that some of th'e ?-carbon 

scatters at small angles are really P-hydrogen scatterr3 11i'th proton 

recoiis too short to be seen in propc:me. The maxinnun P-P analyzing 

pov1er of 45% is only half the maxtmum P-C analyzing power. 

To resolve this bias} we plottc<l the l~1boratory anc;ular d:i:stri-

bution of P-C end P-P scatters as shovm in l~'ig. 16. The P-P 

angular distribution (vrhen plotted in terms of cosine) is 
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isotropic at our energies.14 He found that portion of our distribution 

\.,rhich is indeed a straight line and extended it t~ a cosine value of 

1.0, to estimate the number of missing P-P scatters. 

Not all the P-C scatters in the angular region of the extrapolated 

line could be P-P, since some configurations would have produced visj_ble 

recoils. 

He estimated that there vTere 9.8 hidden P-P events in 54 elastic 

and inelastic P-C scatters. Therefore each P-C event,· if used for.the 

polarization, was assigned a mixed analyzing povrer, (8?-% [ P-c] + 18% [ P-P] ). 

• 
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D. Cosine <D Determ1nation 

'rhe analyzing poHer ussie;necl in the preceding r:ect:Lons must be 

nm.l tiplied by the cosine of the o.nu;le bctvrec:n the i10rmals to the f:Lrct 

and second scattering planes. These normals ore defined by the cross 

products: 
-p X p 

po 
2 PGC 

. ··- ..... 
(1) ' n2 cos ¢ = nl n2. 

1Pl'o2 
X 

p- I 
pfJC 

This assumes that neither the proton' G velocity nor spin has ·been 

disturbed between scatters. n
1 

and n
2 

are defined in terms of the mornc:nta 

+ ~ ' 
of the incident K I PK. I, of the recoiled proton at the f:Ln;t scatter 

l lllj ,. 

l ... P 1!, of the incident proton at the second scatter I p and of the 
po1 : po2 . 

scattered proton at the second scatter :p 
, psc: 

orientations along which polarizing and analyzing of the proton spin 

can occur. Cos ¢ gives the projection of ~l on ·;;
2

. 

Generally P is set equal to P since both quantities refer 
pol po2 

to the same particle, but 1ve must consider the effects of the magnetic 

field and of the medium (propane) on the S}):Ln o:r-ientation of t11e proton 

before v!e can do this. 

The magnetic field B causes spin precession separately about the 
··. 

direction of B and about the velocity direction, ·-v. The vector v itself 

changes orientation at the cydotron frequency as the proton moves in 

the field. 

The medium slows dovm the proton and also may cauGe some de-

polarization. The slov1ing down affects both the spin l)recession and 

the rotation of the velocity vector. It also affects tlle enalyzing 

power since this is momentum dependent. 

A detailed discussion of the relative importunce of these factors 

is found in Appendix C. We here only state the results. 
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The spin :precession formula is 

-~ = eB [ 1 +(rr - 1) rl 
o myc 2 

15 due to G. W. Ford· • 

1) (~-- 1) If~] 
2 (~.,mrc 

I 
I 

Vle have neglected the second termJ the :precession /component about 

! 
the velocity} and have thereby introduced an error of at most ± 12% in 

I 
i the :precession angle. 

There is also at most a ±io% variation in the magnitude of B 

over the bubble chamber} which ,gives rise to a similar error in the 

:precession angle. 

precession causes an underestimation of preces.sion angle by at most 

Depolarization of protons does occur to some extent14 but no 

complete information covering a >-ride range of energies and· angles is 

available. ( 'friple scattering e).'})eriments are needed to give this 

information.) He have not inch;dcd this correction, and have there-

fore underesti.llElted the polarization by sorr:e tmknmrn factor. 

'rhe rotation of v bet-vreen first and second scatters is 

compensated by a rotation of the coordinate system at the second 

scatter about the field direction. 

The analyzing pmver is adjusted to the calculatc::d !ilomc::ntum loss. 

All neglected knovm corrections can add to cive a 3l:.•;S uncertainty 

in the precession angle. This corresponds to a 9° uncertainty in <D. 

The effect of this on the polarization is well within the statistical 

uncertainties. 
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VII. Phase Shift Analysis 

The analysis of our angular distribut:Lon into phaGe shift solutiom; 

incorporating the polari•~ation data was performed by a comrmtc:r proer8m 

called KAPANAL, written by Dr. J. H. l~'oote and thoroughly described 

16 
in his thesis. 

This progrrun was a least squares grid search system to fj_nd a 

2 set of phase shifts that w.ill give a minimum value of x for the 

experimental dala ,starting from a set of random numbers. One can 

start the minimization procedure over and over again vli th nevr sets of 

2 random numbers, thus eventually covering most of the x surface. The 

program has been adapted by Dr. Victor Cook, as is described j_n his 

4 ~ 
thesis , and in the work of Cook et ~-L 7 

In the input data, other than the random numbers that form the 

starting point of the ca.lculation, the follovinc; must be included: the 

ten differential cross section points from U1e angular distribution 

(Fig. 3), the four measured values of ·lJ;e 'dH'ferential polarization, 

-p (e )em a. total era:::~. sectl· on t · t d t t l l t · ;.;;::; . es llna--e, an a ·o ·a e as ·lc cro:3s 
0 k ' 

section normalization estimate. 

The last two items were obt:::d.ne:d from other f~xperin1ents in 

neic;hboring energy regions3' 4· by inter-polation. No exlwustive attempt 

vras made to measure cross sections, though tiro rr~eans vrere adopted to 

see that our data corroborated the conclusions of .the ·C:ther·experiments. 

The first involved a tau decay scan
12 

uhich c;ave the K+ beam fll.1x a:1d 

shovred that our total elastic cross section vras vi thin· one standard 

deviation of the extrapolated value used in the 11rogram. The second 

method used a h~em track. study in sonrple · f:.ilm rolls to c;ive a result 

about one and a half standard deviatj_ons mmy from the extrapolnted value. 
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The cross s~ctions used were: 

<J( total) = 14.7 ± 1. 3 mb. ; cr (total = 11.8 :l: 1. 9 mb. 

elLwtic) 
l<'rom the cosine series Ll.t to ·the anGular cLlstribut:ion (F:Lrr,;J. 3 

1 ) • ern and 1 + vre see that the term of' higl'lcst det.r,ree :J.s cos Gk or, p(n:rdb:l:J, 

r) cnl' ,_ e '· cos . . 
K 

Thus, one YTOuld eXJJect P-wave to be th:,; highest o.ngular 

mornentcun state needed to dr~scr:l.bc the lntcraction. 

10 Yet, follov1ng the rca son:lng of Coot et . e.l. , "vle alJ.ovrcd fo:r 

:;,w 

a D...,l 2 interact:i.on since th:i.s corrr:':Sl)Onds to a pou:.dble N formation 
-' 

channel: 

l't + P ""7K + rt' ->K + N + :n: 

(Threshold momentum: 880 1.Jc~V I c. ) If one assumer:: the N prodc;(~tion 

to take place in 1:m orbital (K+, r/'-) 
'J 

~3 state, the ~ ·1- SJdn-parity 

·X + 
assir;nment of the N requires the (K , .P) syBtc111 to have be:c:r1 in a 

state. 

There is evidence f:com the vto:c}c ol' Stubbs et. c;,l, 3 that some 60'({; 

of the inelastic .interactions at a l.O'IIc:r. Jr;omentum ( 210 i<eV I c) ci.o 

take place through the J:'.C:CJ.ction 

+ 
K + p I

ro + -> \. -;- :n: + ]) . 

+ w 
iPnether the (T( , p) system can be clc::::c.c:~l;c:d c::s t::;c Q('Ci'cY of an ;~ j.s 

not clear. i\.1 though an attempt t.o asc<:.:rUlin ·c.: de a:c m;r e:1er.;y has 

12 
been carried out , no conclusions are 6vailable at th1s tiue. 

He made several attempts to incl1..1de the o.bsorpt:i.on. in all momentcnn 

channels and found in each case, hmrcvcr, th<':lt th.:-; clur:te:d.ng of 

solutionG ( ori. vlhich 1-re d.<:::.pend to clisccn1 the 
2 

0 ·" +1-, ... "' <."'l'''"''~O.<''•") .l. Vll'-..~ A 1.) .I ... J,. ._,_. 

is smeared into a broad, general bo.r.~l::c;r1)Vnd. The sc:une plc.::no!::encn, 

t,hou,gh less.. severe, occurred UJ?On inclw:;:l.on of the nbso1·pt:i..on h:. 

only tvro channels. 'l'hercfore, ve decided t}l~:tt the 1)roblem v;:; s over 

.. 
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determined in the follo-vling sense. Each angular momentum channel tends 

to have definite solution clusters if only the real part of a eiven 

phase shift is included. If one asks for a fit of both the real and 

imaginary parts, these clusters ten.d to smear out . 

It \·IL1S decj_ded, tl1ercfore, to limit obsoll)tion to' one channel, 

though ei ving each channel the ~::omc: numl)r:cr of rund.om trials. Stu1Jbs, 

et al. 3 had made the some dcc:Ls:i Ot1 and had found the results :i.nsensi-

tive as to -vrhich c:hannel l·!:.:tB cho::::.;:,n. 

Fo·ur hundred. sets of solutionG v1ere obta:Lnr:;d.. ':Chere vere 300 

trials in the "S and P" catecory (100 for each of tl1e three vays of 

including the absorption) <:·.nd 100 trials of tr,e "E~-P-D3; 2 " category. 

The first 50 trials in each catc::gory gave llS nearly all the soh1tions; 

the last 50 brought the:-~e out ac;ain j)lus only hro ne-vr otJ.es, Hhich 

were the sign changed ~30l1.ltions of sorne that had Dppeare:d previously. 

VIe concluded, therefore, that neurly all solutions had been found. 

He obtained a chi-sq_uared distribution whose shape fitted. a 

theoretical curve very uell, except that there seemed to be a lack 

of the very lo-v1 chj_-sq_1Jared values 1 P (x.2 ) > 0.75\ 'de chose a 
,_ .I 

cut off at P (x
2

) = 0.01. 

To test the validity of thif; .::ut o:f:'f He vent lx;.ck to ·che like-

lihood function given in section V, :;;::; modified in .il.:£'Jpcn..:i:ix D: 
' f'., ' 

' k - /! (\l0. 

,/; (P
0

)cC J_[ ·.· (l + P P CO"' <~i ) I.: . '-l ( 1 -'- D D cos 'D) d•I> o l. ...,. - i I ) cl> ' _,_ o-l. 
l ·- l I 11-, :L 

In determining the polEtrization we maximized ·<:/ (P 
0

) by inserting 

a range of values for P in this eq_uat1on. We nov chanc;ed this 
0 

procedure in the follm-J:Lng way. \\Te f:Lrst tdcntificd all tl1e clus-'cers 

of similar solutions from the phase shift ftttinc; program, regardless 

of their x2 probability. Every solution predicts a polarization 
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em 

function P (ek ). 
0 -

He then inserted for each of the.94 

lr em l 
•.• 94) its value of P

0
j (ek. )j , as predicted by the 

events (:l == 1,2, 

th 
j solution 

li 
1 

(j = 1, 2, ... 52). Then ./.:__ bl;cm~e the relative probability for the 

jth solution: 

L (o , o , 
sj P1j2j 

k [(1 + P r G~m·l P1 cos <\' 1 ) 
oj ~ .J i 

... )c<:: rr 
. 1 J'"\l>2i(l 

+ p r ecm'l p cos tD) dr!J 
<Ill . o,1 L k .J li 

i 

]. 
Likelihood rejection ratios can be set up. We considere~ that a 

ratio of 250:1 was sufficient to dismiss a particular sol1Jtion. 

This procedure is not j_ndependent of the YJ,PAI\JAJ_, program since the 

same· polarization information is used ·in both; yet, there is a dif-

ference. KAPANAL uses a"lumped" polarization P over an angular region. 
0 

The likelihood method, on the other hand, uses each event individually. 

The sensitivity of these methods is different. We therefore used the 

one as a check on the other. 

All of the solutions rejected by x2 
considerations were also re-

jected under our 250:1 likelihood rejettion ratio. This is an indi-

2 cation that our x cut-off d:Ld not allovr spurious solutions to enter. 

On the other hand, two or tt1ree Bolut:Lons 1wll -vrjthin our likelihood 
') 2 

tolerance were rejected by x In such cases we let x'- decisions 

prevail. 

There were 37 solutions left after the x2 
test. Next, error 

estimates were sought to detect overlap of solutions. 

As e)..'Plained in Foote 1 s thesis16, an error matrj.x involving the 

real parts of the. phase shifts' can be calculated by the. K.AI'Ai'JJI.L 
. 2 

program. This is based on an expans:i.o,1 of the X eqt1ation in a 

Taylor series at a minimum point '\·There ~;he Lirst derivatives \·lith 

respect to the parameters are zero. 
-1 

Jhe inverse, G , of the 
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matrix formed of second derivatives 
0r 21 

(G - (ljr:>) d.'- ~ij_) ··1 •· -l··l·I,-,11 "l··o'-nri ij - c.. d ~ d... .. '·' .... '-'. "'.. ' . 
0. o. 

l .) 

to be the variance-covad.ance matrix. This assumes that h:l[!;lier ternw of 

2 the Taylor series can be neglected, thus mo.ki.ng x a quadratic funcU on 

of the phase shifts near the minimum. Then 

A set of small variatj_ons in the pbo.:-~c shifts then gives G .. from the 
lJ 

2 
changes in X These variations, whose size con be set to any value, 

are made both in positive and negative d.irect:Lons ( o. ± t;..o.). The 
. l l 

value of G .. is the average over the changes made. 'This rendcrr3 G .. lJ . lJ 

less sensitive to the quudra.tic behavior· assumption. 

Jmother procedure used in I<APJINAL is denoted as Au.A by l"oote. It 

is an auxilliary method of d.eterm:i.ning the variances and. r:;erves as a 

check on the error matrix ealculation. Only one phase shift is varied. 

at a time. 

2 
mum of X 

f .... ~'-1 
I 0. L ). 

The other phase shifts then adjust to obtain a neu mini-

From one such variation in b. one can determine the value 
l 

-.:- ::··· -·::;.:. 
~------···-- ~-

lated from the error matrix. Thr, value of this method is t;JClt H; 

gives a geometrical interpretation to the x.2 
min:I.J:dzation }JI'OC•:::.:;:_, e.r:: 

motion inside a quadratic ''e11
16 

This also, l:w\lever, lil::,:~es "che 

method much more sensitive to the qmulratic hypothesis. 

LYJ. ad.di tion to these t\w methods, 1-:e employed a third. <:::.s o. cl:e :::l: 

variation amonG the same ~oho..se shifts :i.n a given cl1Jster. 'rhis 

relies on the real meaning of deviation as linked. to the repetition 
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of the same experiment a lare;c nu!llber of times. 

-:.;:~ \"".s..::.:e s o~ d.ey·:_a ~!.o:1s g:t ~ ... e.:'l "o~r tl:e el'"l~or ::s.trLx :e:ca:.:se ~·re fo~r~C. 
~ . 

Ho:rinG found the r .m. s. errors in the phase shifts, HC then 

eliminated the larae amount of overlap in our 37 oolut.iono. Tvro 

solutions ioiere considered to be overlapping if they fell vi thin tvro 

standard deviations of each other. 

Another :phenomenon had to be eliminated. Several strinc;s of 

lL'1ked solutions, each about one standard deviation a1·ray fro:n its 

neighbors, 1.;ere found. They generally tended to some nbest 11 solution 

2 
~d a 101-1 -value of x. • In such cases,. only the n·oest 11 solution, to-vrar<l 

( . 

vrhich all the others tended, was chosen. 'I'he linl.:ed chain v1as tal<::Em 

to describe a deep, but rouGh well, on the vralls of vhich ms!'ly 

spurious relative minima mieht appear. 

Our final results conzist of ten S and .p vrave solutior:s 2~1d. 

six (S, P, n
3
/ 

2
) 1-rave solutions. These are presented iE Taole I. 

The curve of predicted polarization P(e;m) versus B~u for each 
K "'.. 

of these solutions, along with the loca"cion of the four P measure-
0 

ments, is shown in Fig. 5. 

•• 

i' 
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VIII. Diocussion 

'l'hree things have been accomplj.shed here. 

1. The an[_;ular distribution of 1<:
1
: - P scntter:Lng r.tas ·been m<:;acured 

for 910 Mr;:;V/c und is prcsent(;ld in Fj.g, 3 v:I.Ut the lx;::;t~ r~oD:i.n~;; 
series fits. 

2. The polarizat:Lon of the recoil proton has l)een meo.Gvred from 
P-hydrogen and P-carbon sc:J.tterD :in the liquid of th<:: chomr;(::r, 
and is presented in Figs. 5 and 18 . 

. 3. A phase shift axwlysj.s j_ncorporaU.nc; the polarizaU.on end anc;ulur 
distribution data has been undert8l(Em, and the resulting solutions 
are shmm in Table I. 

As regards the anc;ular distr1bntj.on, it seems tc sho-vr, as might be 

e:>.1Jected, a behavior mid-uay between the near-isotropy of Stubbs et al. j 

at 810 IvleV/ c and the more pronounced forvard peaking of Cook et al. 1~, 5 

at 970 MeV/ c. In this sense· the three ex·periments, combined 1-ri th the 

vrork of Cook et al. 
4' 5 at 1170 and 1970 l!J.eV / c form a continuous series 

of transitions I·Tith increasing momentum. 

As far as the polarization measurements are concerned they are 

mainly h8.I11J?ered by a lack of events. That :propane is a c;ooc1 analy:'::Lng 

0 l~ 
medium -vras sho-vm by Fmder and Birt:;e u and by \-!hatley ..) , yet the :present 

experiment ha.s attenrpted to present in some detail all the relevant 

ste:ps, including corrections and ap:proxin~at:ions, tbat arc to be con-

sidered -vrhen polarization measurements a:r,:: undertaken in a bubble 

chamber. 

Turning no-vr to the phase sldft sets of •rable I, -vre consider first 

the S-P solutions. Set 

found by Stubbs et a1. 3 

(A+, A-), a (I.\; 
2 

- P 
3
/

2
) mixture, vas also 

4 5 + -and by Cook et· al. ' . Set (B , B , B1
) re-

:presented our dominant S-wave solutions. S. Goldhaber et al.
1 

found 

that negative S-wave l;hase shifts described their data, from 140 HeV / c 

at least as far as the 640 HeV/c rec,ion. 0~ decreased from - 10° at 
r• 

"' 



140 M.eV/c linearly with momentum to- 36° at 6lt2 MeV/c. 

was also one of the results of Stubbs et al. 3 

We found the follo-vring oi tuation vrith respect to :;rolutions v7ith 

large negative o . There vrere numerous -soluti.ons of this type, but s 

they all overlapped vri th a sei,aration of one or, at most, tvo .stand.E.Lrd 

deviations. + The solution labelled A , and included as a (P1; 2 - P
3
; 2 ) 

mixture} vms actually the solution of lm-r x2 
tov1ard wb:i.crt all the li.nked 

solutions with negative 5 tended. 'rhe opposite end of the chain ir::: 
G 

typified by solution B- "Yri th its large errors. On the other hand, J3l 

represents a solution that lies in the mid-point of the chairt. 

vlhat this probably means is that the solutions •·rith dominant ( I' ) -u s 
2 

lie in a broad, deep, rough der1ression in the x. surface vii th minimum 

at o = 0. The conclusion migllt be dral'm from this that the K+ - P 
s 

interaction is no longer dominated by a repulsive S-l·i8Ye phase shift., 

though vie are prevented, probably by our large polarization errors, 

from seeing more positive indtcation of this. 

Sets ( C +, C-, C 1 ) and ( D +, ))-) are varim.is dominant C.'S 

l
r( -1; 2 

S f tl b l ' . . . b . . .L • " " I-' ' I l • orne o 1ese may e 'nnaml am lGUl uJ_e::; · or ·c,le ) sec, ·cc101l(!;n 

solutions., 

do not remain clearly ident:ifi.able i.n the :prcseLce o:l' ::·t:,.:;,;rption. It is 

hard to link up these soJ.ut:Lons vr:Lth the lov enersy 'be; ,:c~'lior, though 

similar sets were found by s-t:,ubbs e·i~ al.3 ancl _Cook et 

The D-wave solutions are presented in the second J)Ortion of Te.ble 1, 

Ho linking of chains of similar solutions ~ras obsenred. 'l'he follm.ring 

4 5 . + -
were al~o found by c6ok et al. ' : E, F, H and H . 

In simnnary, then, the added polar:Lzation i.nformation raises a 

~-

possibility that the dominant S-1·rave behavior of l( - P elastic 

scattering might have been. superseded by a (P1/ 2 - P 
3
/ 2 ) mixt;ure. 
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On the other hand a D-wave solu·~ion such as F offers a way of linking 

more easily to results at lo\ver energy. 

The disappearance of the dominant S-vmve solution. vrould 'be 

surprising but it appearB as a very like} .. y ~n~er-prE;::t;;at:J,.on of this 

experiment. 



Desig- 0 
nation s 

A+ 0.6 
±2.0 

A -5·5 
±l. 5 

B+ 44.6 
±3.8 

B- -41.2 
±24.5 

B/ -27.0 
±13.3 

c+ -2.7 
±2.5 

C- -5.4 
±1.8 

c' 9.4 
±2.0 

D+ 8.3 
±1.7 

D- -5.6 
±1.9 

0 
pl/2 

-17.1 
±1.8 

20.3 
±2.2 

-12.9 
±'7 .4 

-6.8 
±28.4 

-19.1 
±11.8 

48.0 
±0.9 

-46.2 
±1.2 

-57.9 
±7.0 

74.8 
±2.9 

-62.7 
±1.8 

"' -3o-

0 
P?j'-.:. 

.) "-

29.8 TJS = 
±0.8 

-29.0 TJ = 
±1.0 p3/2 

2.5 TJ "" 
±J.1 p3/2 

13.1 TJ = 
±26. 2 p3/2 

22.1 Tj = 
±3.6 . p3/2 

3.0 T]s = 

±1.0 

5.5 ''1 = 
±1.9 P:j2 

1 ~~ ') ll = .)·'-

±3.2 pl /,--, 
-I <--

5·5 TJ = 
±1.6 pl/2 

-1.1 
\172 ±1.8 

Solutions Invo1 ving S ::md P Haves 

TABLE: I 

2 
0. 1 P(X. ) lne _ 

0.80 1.8 mb 0.58 
~-

0.90 1.9 0.01 

o:n J+.1 0.22 

0.77 1+.1 0.22 

0.'75 4.4 0.25 

0.67 2.8 0.07 

0.86 2.6 0.14 

0.)0 3.9 0.63 

0.53 3.8 0)+5 

0 ,- c 
.0) 2.9 0.05 .. 



., 

? 
Desig:r22 .. tiol1 0 0 0 0 

r'D?/"' CJ. 1' P(;C) s p1/2 p3/2 D3/2 :L.'lC • ..) c 

E 23.7 22.4 1.2 -23.1 0.67 5.5 rub 0.29 
±7.7 ±7.5 ±0.9 ±1.4 

F -23.9 -2l.: .. o 18.9 -4.0 0.85 2.6 0.58 
±5. 9 ±2.4 ±2.8 ±1.3 

~-

G' 26.1 -5.1 2.2 -27.4 0 ..,~, 

• i i 4.1 0.50 
±3.9 ±3.1 ±l¥3 ±2.3 

G - -18.3 1: .• 6 0 c 29.3 (I 00 0.2 0.01 I 
• ,.J -"•././ w 

±2.2 ±2.1 ±1.2 ±0.9 \0 
I 

..,.. 
~ / -17.9 28~~5 -3.6 0.84 j.O 0.29 H (:.,Cl 

±2.9 ±2,6 ::~.:J ~ 2 ±l.l~ 

-H 5.0 19.5 (""),/ r-

-c:_,)') 6.0 0.80 3.6 0.12 
±3. 5 ±2,2 ±1.3 :i:l. 2 

---~-------

II. Sol1•t:Lc:-c2 j;::vcl-;.c:jn~· ~;. ?) anct D3/2 \'iaYeS 

r_r.i\J_::L£ ·-
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APPENDICES 

A. Angular Distribution and Polarization Formolimn 

A general presentation of' Gpin l/2 scatterj_ng fo:cmalism -vdll be 

given in this section. 'l'he derivation folloHs closely that given in 

18 
I~o~ ... ::..·iso:~ rtef2re:1ce is also :rnacle to the 

the article by Holfensi:.ein
1 9. 

. + 
He can consj_der the K - Prnton i1ri~eru.ct:i.on us un ezumple of 

a wave >vith spin imping.ing on a ::;JJ:i.:~J.css ~.iCDL.~erir:g center. 

Such a i-TBV8 can be denoted ty 
{u \ . l ' 

\f. =i i i = 8. C~- + a 
l. 0 

l 182 ·I .L '- . 
I l ]_ l 

1-rhere ~01 (~) e:md ~) -- (0) are the 
2 l 

along some arbitrary axis j and a 
l. 

l 

and phase factors. 

t:1e -r..rc.1"'·/e furJct:Lo:J 

c~:~'~ J 
c. 

ti!O pcssii.Jle Sj!iU 

and a-::. 
~i 

orient:.ations 

The intensity of the wave is giyc~ by su~ming over tho G}in 

orientations 

I = 

p 
z 

j_ 1,2 
'lr. 
'J.. 

j\J - TJ 
u~p •· c1o1rn 

fJ + 1~-:--
up C!.O\il1 

He nm·r introduce the density 

; 
+ 

0·. CC". ~~ • w • 
' lJ - l J 

Then -vte can vrrite: 

I = trace (o); P z 

matrix defined as: 
-x ·X·' 

8l''J.2 \ 
X' 

8 2
2

2 

(l) 

(2) 

( 3) 

( ~-) 

( , .. ' )) 



,,,here ve ca!1 also define P . end J? fn a simila.r_ vo._y .. . .. X y 

A .more t;enerol case is g:lven by n incident \·H::J.ves I·Tbere nov ') .. 
. . . ' l,J 

is the o.verac;e over the 11 density matr:i.ces each vTH,h i1~s o·vm vicight. 
I 

1'\ay ( 2 x 2) matrix co.n be ex-panded as a lineo.r combina'tion of tl-1c urii t 
-·-·---. __ _,. 

ma.t.rix, 1, and tlle three Pauli opcrutors. 

p = ~ I (i + P · -~) j 
"-

... -~ 
-·~ __ ... 
P a = P a + P a + P a 

X X y y Z ~ 

•ro verify that coefficients of the four m<l·cr:iccs are i!ldeed e::: f).ven 

j_n 1~q. (6) carry out th~~ operat:i.ons ot· Eq_. ( 5), reme:m1Jerinc t~1e pro-

perties of products of Pm;lj. matrices: (1-tith. c:yclical rotation of sub-

0 0 
A y 

- o· G ia y X = . Z 

a 0 = 1 
)C X 

f.\ general spin l/2 i·mve, reprcsc:c·C-co. as a i::uo eL:;·.1ent coJ.u:Y!.tl 

vector, can be OlJera-c.ed on b:y 2 ~z 2 r::at:c-ices. In Dar·cicular ·ue may 

,,, = S•lr \' s y j_ 

where ~- and~ are inciCcnt and scattered ~aves, and S is the scattering 
. J. . s 

mo.trix. ('l':~en, mti. tting the vector .:~ .• d matrix desigLK:.tiorw) 

+ 
pl. : ~I. ~I. j 

l l 

therefore vre ca..YJ. vrri.t.e 

+ + s-.;r.\j;. s 
l ::. 

The scatterinc; matr:Lx is ::m operator actj.n~ on an incident l;l::me 

vave to produce an outgoing vrave \·Those intensity is a measurable 

function of some chosen angles. Therefore, the sca·ctering m:1trix 

(6) 

(7) 

(6) 

(9) 



itself' must contain the oneular dependence since the incident plane 

1-ra.ve does not. Thus If has an iffil)licit angular dependence. The 

ratio of outgoing flu~ per solid angle to unit incoming flux is the 

differential cross section. This can be e:>.'":pressed by the f:car;t:Lon 
If 
I . Therefore, 

i 

The scattering matrix, and can be expanded S, J.G (2 X 2) 

(gry· + (11) • -a-
___ ..... 
s = 

g must be a scalar or pseudo-scalar to preserve the (2 x 2) 

matrix form of S. h must be a. vector or axial-vector because of ti1e 

form of the (h) · ·a· term. 

The present exper:Lment deals ';-rith stronc :Lnteractions in 1.rhich 

p2rity is conserved, therefore:: ve demand that 

r l 
p l_s(x,y,z)j = 8(-x,-y,-z) = s(x,y,z) 

Scalars and axial-vectors ar·e even, viilile pse11do-sca.lars and vectors 

are odd, under the parity operation. 

Consider now Eq. (11). 1, the unit matrix, lS unaffected by a 
___ .. 

parity operation. cr, tJ::e s:p:i.n n::d;r:i~:} on the otl"J.er ;land., Y:8S the 

nature of angular momentum and is un ex:Lal vector. ~JotJ.l :::; anO. ll then 

must be even under parity operations. ~I'herefore h 1:n::st~ i.Je ~m a;nal 

vector and g must be a scalar. 

The scatter:Lng is completely def:i.ned if' \Te c;ive the :Lnciden·c and 

outgoing momentum vectors in the system in vhich the t2r2;et is at 
.· . .. ... ~ 

rest. Therefore, in gencr8l, both tenw j_n S will d.e]:JCnd on these 

hTo pieces of infonnation. We nou form u ;c:cnlar and an axial vector 

from pincident and poutgoing: 

(10) 

(ll) 
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-·-· ':\ .. \. ·- ~.._ .... ~. .. ,.., 

g (/P ·P ··hr·-p xP 
in out' ·· in - out 

Thus g and 11;1 are both . functions of the magn:l tude o;f the tvo · 

momentri and the scattering angle. 

-··'· 

~s; '"" g(P j_n' Pout' 
pin xpout 
?:::>-.,---)-C ,.,1;-- , the 
I in out/ · 

normal to the scattering pl1.me defined 

by the momentum vc~C!tors. 

We nov have all the equatj_ons needed. to formulate tbe problc-:w. 

Consider an incident '\VSVe along the +Z axj_s. (P-. x ? ) must 
ln out 

therefore be a vector in the (x,y) pJ.ane, and 'de place it along the y 

axis for convenience. Thus 'D. = j'. Further assume that t:he incident 

spin 1/2 1-tr:we is unpole.rized. 'I'he assumptj_on of ntationary t<:>rget is 

made in the usual phase shift analyses. The scattc:ring anc)_e, e, is 

the same as in the center of muss system provided that the su::ttering 

center remainr; stationary throughout the interaction like s. static 

potential vrell. 

The density ntatrix, j)_, J of the :in;:;ident vo.ve is th<:::D. from . .C0_. (6) 

(omit~ing vector 211~ tenso~ signs): 

The scattered matrix, Pf' is, from Bq. (8) ::::nc. (l~?) 

Pf = Sp
1
s+ = § I(g 1 + lm · a) (g- 1 .,~-i~r;·-·/o/' 

From Eq_. (10): 

dCJ 
dD 

because 

and because the trace of any of the P0uli matrices is zero. 

From Eq. (5): 

.P = p 
y 

= tr (rf cry) 

tr(pf) 

p = p 0 
X Z 

(12) 

(14) 
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as can be seen by direct substitution in the relevant equations. 

Thus 1-~e conclude that if polarization· is induced in the first 

scatter 1 it must be in a direction normal to the scattering plane. vle 

now find the expected angular diGtribution after second scattering, 

dd~· = tr~p/ ) 
H tr p.;-y 

~ 

Pi' = Pf 

S' = g' 1 + h' n' · a 

. ' I I + 
0 I = s P; s ·f .... 

Here 1·/e have put n1 as the normal to the second scattering plane. 

The angular distribution at the second scatter is 

I ~-

dCJ "'I I '12 + drl .g 

L 

'l ,-. 
I! I I"'.-

ihl2 ;. '.: 1 + 2 Re g h 
I g'l2+ ih'l2 

--~ ~--

I 
I 

n' • PI 
i 

J 

The first bracket gives the angular distribution at the second scatter 

for sn unpolarized incident beam. The second bracket is readily 

identified as (l + p' · P) v1here P/ · P is the dot product of the polari-

zation vectors at the two scatters. P and P'are directed along nand 

n/, respectively, the normals to the first and second scattering planes. 

Eq. (15) is usually written as 

, / 

o.a = I . ( 1 + P P cos cD) · 
dD unpol o 1 

where P is the polarization induced at the first scatterj P1 is the· 
0 

analyzing pm.,rer of the second scatter; and cos cD is the angle between 

the normals to the two planes of scattering. Eq. (13), (14), and (16) 

form the basis for the analysis of the present experiment. 

(15) 

(16) 
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B. Phase Shift Relations 

He will now interpret the amplitudes g and h of equations (13) 

and (14) of Appendix A in terms of phase shifts. A good treatment 

. 21 of this subject will be found in Ashkin. 

1 Again vle assume an incident plane wave carrying a spin of 2 and 

moving along the +Z axis, the axis of quantization.. vle also assume a 

static spin zero potential well (a particle of spin zero moving along 

the negative Z axis gives the same results in terms of the scattering 

angles e and cp). 

This motion is described by the wave function 

ikz 1 
~~inc = e · ( 0 ) 

1 lvhere I·Te have assumed a (+ 2) spin projection. The scattering con-

serves the total angular momentum, J, in magnitude, jJj, and direction, 

mJ. Par~ty is also conserved, which here implies the conservation of 
-~ ~ 

orbital angular momentum,. L. The total spin, S, is conserved because 

only the proton carrieS spin. 

The scattered wave, as r ~co (which is the experimental limit), 

is assumed to be s:i.r.usoidal. In order to have the property that the 

-2 
number of scattered particles per unit area decrease as r 

-1 the wave must have an r dependence. The assumption is made that as 

r ~co the only observable difference between scattered and unscattered 

vaves is a shift in phase (provided the scattering is elastic off a 
. . 

static potential well, since the wave lemgth, or energy, in such a 

case cannot change). 

The incident wave moving along the axis of quantization must 

have ~~ the L projection, equal to zero. Since ms' tl1e spin pro

jection, is taken as + ~ in Eq. (1), mJ (which is conserved) must 

(1) 



also be + !. 
2 

The scattered wave then must have 

Since the orbital angular momentum L is conserved, 'We expand 

Eq_. (1) in a complete set of partial waves ench an eigenfunction of 

some L state. Then to each L state correspond the t'WO total angular 

momentum states J = L ± ~ , which are conserved separately. 

'l'his is done vTi th the 

_ ,ikz (1) 
\jr inc. - " 0 

00 

z 
1=0 

aid of Clebsch-Go:t·don coefficients22
• 

~::0 
A1 (r) Y1 (e, ~) (~) 

v' 4rr ( 2L + 1 )' i 
1 

j r kr); 
L 

a Bessel function, becomes 

as r~oo. 

Thus 

y~ 
L 

0 
1 

00 

sin (kr - Lrr) 
2 

kr 

1\+ L YJ L +._. 
2: 

i 

1' +1/L IY 
L + 2 \ J 

Each J state of the incident wave can be formed in only one way 

because ~ and ms have been uniq_uely chosen. For the scattered vave, 

1 1. 
hov1ever, 0 or 1, and m ± Thus, for each J ~= = 2 . mJ = +2, s 

can be combined from t'Wo separate. states: (~ o, 1 
state = m = + 2 s 

1 
and(~ = 1, ms = - 2). Ag~in we use Clebsch-Gordon coeff:i.cients: 

1 .. 1-..;r-·-----·- .. , .~ = 0 (10) ..., r-:-' ~ = 1 (0 )J 
YJ == L + 1 ~"\/2--L--~~-T~ \ L + 1 YL + V L YL 1'1 

2 L .~ 

L - 1 
2 

0 l 
(0) 
1 I 

i 
I 

..J 

), 

The scattered vmve function beyond the potential well is given by the 

difference between the tot<:l wave function and the undeflected part. 

(2) 

(4) 



The undeflected part is given 'b.y Eq. 

is required to differ from Eq. (3) only ~n p4a~~~ therefore, we 

multiply all the terms in the sutnmat:Lon by 

[ e 2i5L,J] 

We set 

\)fscatt. 1 y 
L +- J = 2 

L + l 

where 

as r -·> oo. 

1
- I 

ikr ' 
= \ e- \ 

I r i 
L. 

- r··· 
+ '.J L A 

L, J = 

. 2L + 1 

2 ik 

L - 1 
2 

y 
J = L -

vle can su,_)stitute Eq. (4), which applies to the scattered 1-1ave, 

into Eq. (5). 'rhen we separate ::;(e, cp), that portion of '''scatt. that 

does not depend on r, because we "'\vant 

~~ = I f ( e ,cp) 1
2 

the angular distribution of scattered particles23 . 

2 

• -- ..... , ...... ····- ·····-··-:--~ . I 

* . . - -- _ _ - _ ··v 4rc (2L + 1) ( i kr )L - ikr I 
~(r) l.h Eq. (3) as r--->oo becomes * 2 il~r e .. (·1 e J 

The second term in the parenthesis, representing an incoming wave at 
infinity is not physically meaningful, and is omitted.· ~ (r) then has .the 
required form. 

(5) 
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Then, on arranging these terms we get 

da I !2 ,. 
1
2 diT = g(e,cp) + h(e,cp) (6) 

vhere 
r· 

I_ (L + 1) A •. L + !. + LtL l 
0 

. (1) [ ·1, -L, L- ~j Y1 (e,(~) O 

That tl1is procedure is valid for relativistic particles obeying the 

21 Dirac equation has been shown by Ashkin • 

Coulonili scattering has not been included here. It has been treated in 

16 detail by Dr. J. H. Foote . 

That g(e,cp) and h(e,cp) are indeed the g and h of Appendix A is shown 

as follows: 

This was the form of the scattering n1atrix used, where n is a vector 

normal to the plane of scattering, and lies therefore in the (x,y) plane. 

,...... ,...... "" We assumed , n = j 1 that n lay along the y-axis. Then n · a = 

s < 1) = !- < 10) + h < o - i )·1 < 1) = r. g - ih 1 
o 1 g o1 i o j o l. ih · g J 

This can belWritten 

(8) 

g is the non-spin-flip term, and his the spin-flip tern1. Thus Eq. (6) 

has the same significance as Eg. (13) of Appendix A. 

The spherical harmonics ~are expressible in sinusoidal functions. 

2 
Thus Eq. (6) can be expanded in a cosine series: A+ B cos e + C cos e + .. 

The experimental procedure is to measure the angular distribution of 

scattered p~rticles,then to fit the data with a cosine series. From 

(7) 
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the degree of the terms one can roughly estimate to what order in L 

the series of Eq. ( 6 ) is to be carried, 

+ Any ccynam:lcal theory of the K - P interaction that arises must 

then be tested by being able to reproduce this set of phase shift. 
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C. Spin Precession 

We wish to measure the spin polal'ization induced on the recoil 

+ proton at the first (K - P) vertex, in a direction normal to the 

plane of scattering. The relativistic precession of this spin cor~;onent, 

as the proton moves in the magnetic field of the bubble chamber to the 

second (analyzing) vertex, is composed to two parts. The spin pre-

cesses simultaneopsly about the direction Of' the magnetic field and about 

the direction of the velocity. Since the proton 
r 

itself curves in the field at the frequency;w = 
; c 
L 

velocity vector, v: 

eB! 
{mc \ , this precession 

J 

about the velocity is a continuously varying quantity. The pre-

cession about the magnetic field, B, will also vary continuously if the 
__, 

magnitude and direction of Bare not constant over the trajectory. In 

addition, both components are affected by a continuous decrease in the 

magnitud.e of the velocity, jvj, as the proton moves in the propane. In 

general, then, the total angle of precession for a given trajectory 

must be denoted by an integral over all these quantities. 

For the purposes of this experiment it is sufficient to use an 

approximate formula since we can neglect all effects that are small 

compared with the uncertainties due to our relatively low statistics. 

We use the formula derived by G. w. Ford1 5 and adapted by Fowler 

8 and Birge • . 

-~o = me~c :1:·1 + (~ - 1) ~-~ - i_ (! - 1) (fZ. -1) { je_B, -.: .:!1 ')·· 
_,_ :\. 

Where w 
0 

, \. .J lvl 2 \ t.m'cJ L·v-'j 
__, _.~, e 

is the vector sum of the precession about B and v; iii is the 

charge to mass ratio for the proton; y is the relativistic contraction 
2 1 

factor (1 - v2 ) - 2; ! = ~ = 2.79 is the magnetic moment of the 
c 

proton; and c is the speed of light. 
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Firstj we consider the size of the second term, the precession 

about the velocity, in relation to the first. We rewrite Eq. (1) in 

te11ns of the magnitudes of the vectors, calling the first term w~ and _ .... 
the second term w . 

v 

1.~1 2 ::; 1"~1 2 + lw~l 2 
+ 21~1 1~1 cos ;J- (V'; B) 

/Lf3j 
jwj ::; /6t/ 

vhere f3 is the precession angle. 
--· ~\. 
v 

Setting the factor Cs" .,.;, ) in Eq. (1) to its maximum value, 

/6~'-
R =-j6f3BI = 

and 
+ o. 559 1 

r -.1 
I 

/6f3
0
j = ll + R

2 
+ 2R cos . )._ ( v, B)2 j6f3Bj 

I 
L ~ 

The maximum proton momentum at the fi:tst(K+ 

puts an upper limit on R such that R2 is alHays 

- P)elastic scatter 

less than 0.077. The 

term j2 R cos ~):Cv·;-B) I has a maximum value of 0.20 at a momentum of 

900 MeV I ·-.}_ ( v; -13') J 
0 c and of 60 . Therefore 

)t>!3olruax ::; 1.13 16 f3BI for -r (v, B) 120° 

16 f3olmin = 0.94 /6f3Bi for··).. (vJ B) 60° 

(4) 

(5) 

(6a) 

(6b) 

If the direction of B is vertical, Eq. (9a) and (6b) refer to particles 

scattered downward and upward by 30°; respectively; from the hori-

zontal. 

~J; now, we neglect the /6f\ I contribution to the precession, we 

set 

We then find that the percentage error is 
( 

01 ( 1
6 f)oj) -) + 11.5% 

l6f3 I 
0 

- \l - 6. 4% 
l 

(7) 



As our next step we c0nsider the magnetic field uncertainty. 

We find 

= ± 10% 

fror.1 the kno\m characteristics of the bubble chamber magnet. The 

--'-
direc:tion of B is found to l:·c very nearly constant. 

Finally, we consider the effect introduced by the proton's energy 

loss in propane between first and second scatters. Assuming the pre-

-' cession component about v to have been neglected, we have from Eq. (3) 

j£:,(3 l = eB (1 + l. 79:r) (i:,t) o myc 

This time, L:,t, spent in moving between first and second scatters is 

L 
f:,t = -

v 

where L is the distance travelled. 

Then j6(3oj = eB~ ( me + 1.79) J 
me p 13v 

where P is the momentum of the proton and f3 v 

Using the equalities 

vre find 

53 ( j£:,(3 0 l ) 
= 

j£:,(3 0 l 

P = f3 :rmc, v 

f3 2 = 
v 

,... 
5(3 I v = I 

I 

f3v ll 

l 

1 i ~ -1 

+ p 
2 p 

2 2 m c 

-c + 

1. 79:r 
(1 

1 ) + p2-
m2c2 

1 + l. 79:r 
) 

v 
c 

Dp 
p 

(9) 

(10) 
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If instead of using the initial value of momentum, we had used the 

average value as a better approximation, at worst the change vrould 

have been 11. 5ofo. 

From Eq. (7), (8), Etnd (10) we find that --should ol' o
2

, and 

o
3 

operate in the same direction our maximum precession angle error 

would amount to about 33%. A corresponding error would be introduced 

in the value of cos ¢. 

Let us estimate the maximum precession angle from E q. ( 9) 

( 
mc

2 
+ 1. 79 ) 

p . c f3 
ll[llll ;mil r 

The maJdmum values of the tenus Lmax(mc )J andj L 
P.c Lmax 

mln . 

j6f3 I = eBLmax 
o max 2 

me 

~~7~] 
mJ.n 

occur for essentially the same values o:t the parameters, namely: 

LDULX = 44 em, Pmin = 600 Mev. Then 

16f3 I "" o.1~1 d' 27° o max ra 1ans 

Thus, our maximum error, Clue to the omission of the corrections dis

o cussed earlier, vrill be less than 9 . As defined in the text 

'£'
1 

is the precessing vector. The error 

have maximum effect if the precession axis is normal to 

plane. Then 

is 6f3 will 
0 

the Cn}_/~) 

0 . 
If ci> = 0 1 the 9 error will introduce a change of 0.012 in cos ci>. 

If ¢ = 90°; the change in cos ¢ is 0.156. This can give 

( 

5

::) ~~ ± 0 • 20 

max 

The smallest polarization error quoted in this experiment is ± 0.45. This 

justified omission of the corrections discussed in this appendix. '. 
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D. The vJhatley Correction 

The pu:q)ose of this correction has been explained in the text. The 

procedure will be discussed here. 

The situation, briefly, is this. Assu.me aproton. recoiled from 

the K+ - P interaction moving toward one of the surfaces (top or bottom 

glass plates) of the bubble chamber. Shortly before it vrould have left 

the chamber, it interacts again and scatters off at angles CX , ~. For 

polarization measurements the azimuthal angle ~(measured about the 

direction of the incident proton at the second interaction 

determines the orientation of the second scattering plane relative to 

the. first. It is an asymmetry :Ln ~ that indicates that the proton was 

polarized. ~herefore 1 all ~ orientations must be visible. Some ~ 

directions may be obscured in the sense that a proton scattering 

through an angle « near the top plate may be deflected .dovm,,rard back 

into the chamber (to leave a long, easily seen track), or upward out 

\ 
of the chamber (leaving an invisibly short track). Such invisible 

regions of scattering will give a false asymmetry. In the likelihood 

function described in the text, where (1 + P
0

P1 cos <D) is computed 

indivio.ually for each event, we must also individually correct each 

event for.these invlsible ·~regions. We now consider a geometrical 

1my of doing this. In Fig. 19 where the following series of steps 

is illustrated, 

On traci11g paper make a scale drawing of a vertical section through 

the bubble chamber. 

Plot on this the pos~tion of the second scattering vertex. 

Place a vlolfe chart beneath the tracing paper, centered at the 

vertex point. A Holfe chart is a t1vo dimensional representation of 
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of a sphere with longitudes and latitudes marked off. The outline of 

one quadrant of such a chart is included in Fig. 19. The a1)scissa is 

0 0 . 0 6 0 marked off in longitude from 0 to 90 a1~d from 270 to· 3 0 denotinG 

the back and the front of the sphere, respectively. The chart ic; 

so aligned that 90° dip and 0° or 360° azimuth point in a direction 

]_)arallel to the top glass of the bubble chamber. 

Plot the angular position of the vectors corresponding to the 

proton P and of the scattered proton 
0 

P on the sc Wolfe chart. 

Find the space angle, .,) · (P P ), betveen P and P by rotating 
•. 0 sc 0 sc 

the Holi'e chart about its center so that these tvro points lie on the 

same great circle arc. This great circle arc may pass over the pole 

if P
0 

and P lie on opposite sides of the sphere. sc 

Fi.nd the locus of all points (leaving P
0 

stationary) that lie as 

far a1-ray in angle from P. as P does. This involves passing successive 
0 sc 

great circle arcs through P • The locus of these points form the 
0 

crescent in Fig. 19. 

The locus just drawn is the intersection of a cone of half m1gle 

<( (P 1 P ) vith the Holfe chart sphere. It represents all 
0 sc . 

possible azimuthal orie.ntations of the scattered proton. He must nov 

decide vrhat projected length vrould be too short to be seen in the 

photographs. This varies with the region of the chamber,· -vrith azimuthal 

·orientation, and with the angle of scattering. Since we find many 

P-C events vrith smaJ.l scattering angles where P sc must be rather long 

to be detected, vre choose a cut off length of 9 mm. 

Vle novr dravr a line t~rough the vertex point (x, z) and throuc;h the 

point(x'=x+9mm;Z
1
=Zt 1 ). op g ass 

If no l?art of the locus lies to the right of the line just d.rmm 

all orientations for this event will leave x projections greater th2.ll 9 mm. 
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Yet, even if the x projection is less than 9 mm., the (x, y) plane 

projection may be of acceptable length. To find the shortest (x, y) 

plane projection, find the point on the locus that correnponds to 

the most neaxly vertical dip angle, emin. Then 

L(x,y) i m n 
= (z z ) tan emin 

top glass - vertex 

If L( ) < 9 mm, we must find the limits of the visible 
x,y min 

portion of the locus. We find the steepest dip angle ed. that still 
J..p 

gives visible tracks: 

tan ed. lp 
0.9 em 

ztop glass - zverte) 

\·le then follow the }Jarallel of latittJde at the .value of e dip until it 

intersects the locus. 'rhere are usually two such intersections, vrhich 

are labelled x1 and x2 in Fig. 19. The portion of the locus lying 

bet'i.;reen Xl and X
2 

and co the right of the line drawn from (x,z) 

to (x + 9 mm Z ) is the rerrion of invisibly short .,..,roJ· ections. ' top glass t.:> .t;" 

He now consider the eonnection between the invisible region and 

the likelihood function. For this we must find the normal to the 

scattering plane at the first vertex. 

+ Place the angular coordinates of the incoming K labelled K. J..n 
•* in Fig. 19 on the Wolfe chart. Find the normal to the first scatter-

ing plane /ll]_ cc(r<:n x -P
0
). 

A cross product vector can be found. by placing the points K. and 
J.n 

P
0 

on the same great circle arc. This great circle is the intersection 

of the plane defined by K. and P with the \>J'olfe chart sphere. 
· J..n 0 

'!1
1 

is 

0 
then normal to this, at the vertex -- that is, /n)_lies ± 90 mmy 

-¥.- It is assumed that the curving of P 0 in the magnetic field and the 
spin precession have been compensated for by changing the Kin azimuthal 
position. 

•. 
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from the great circle, in azimuth, and at the positj~on of the equator 

in dip, both being referred to that posit:Loa o,f the Vlolfe chart in 

which K1 and P lie on the same great circle a:l;'c. The (±) sign en-.n o 
--' ~ __ .\ ~ 

ables us to locate either (:(in x P
0

) or (P
0 

x Ki:n)• 

In the likelihood function, cos <D is defin;e(i ~~. the projection of 

n1 on the lWrmal to the second scattering plane 'i),~, 

To find the invisible regions of cos <1> take the cro.ss productr:> 
,........ ··-'- --~ . __ ... __;., --'to. ___ , 

n2 oc. (P 0 X xl) and £'3 ex: (P 0 X X) where xl and x2 are the tvro inter-
--'> 

sections described above. Since n1, n2 and n
3 

are normal to P
0

, they 

will all lie in the same plane, and hence on the same cirle arc. Rotate 

the Wolfe chart until this is seen to occur. Then define <D
1 

as the 

<}.::: (n1 , £2 ) and <D 2 as the<;:._ (li
1

, 'h). These two values of the angle t1> 

will delineate the limits of the visible region 

It may happen occasionally that the actual point P will fall in sc 

the so-called invisible region. This will indicate that the 9 rum cut-

off; for instance, is too large. Yet, it is almost impossible, con-

sidering all possible positillnsand orientations of tracks, to find an 

absolute cut-off limit. All events that fall in the invisible region 

must be rejected. 

About 4% of the events considered for the Whatley correction fell 

in this category. 

Vie now discuss the correction of the likelihood function 

Consider first the case of an event that does not need the correction. 

Since all az:Unuthal orientations of P will be detected, this event sc 

has no bias. An event with an invisible <1> region, however, must be 

assigned less of a role in the polarization determination since a 
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scattering in another azimuthal direction vrould have been missed. The 

fact that P vras seen is useful knovrledge, but less useful than had all sc 

orientations been visible. 

On the other hand, since vi'i th an invisible region the probability 

of seeing P at all is less than for nonnal events, the fact that sc 

we actually observed it mus·t be given greater absolute weight. 

Thus an event vrith some orientations obscured must be given greater 

absolute weight for having appeared at all, yet it must receive less of 

a role in the l)Olarizatioll determination. 

'l'hese t1vo things can be done simultaneously because of a property 

of the likelihood f'unction already described in the text. Vle can 

multiply :i.t by any constant probability factor vre choose -vrithout 

affecting its behavior vrith respect to the polarization. Multiplying 

an eva1t by some large factor does not preclude that this event will 

nevertheless have less of a role in the polarization determination. 

The final form of the likelihood function is 

k 

(1.2
1 + P P1. cos <Pi \ ;!_ (P 

0
) cc II 

0 l 

i 
J I l (1 + p pl cos cD) d<li 

J<li 0 . i 
1. 

l 

where the integral ranges over the visible region. 

This form has the two properties discussed above. In the limit 

of shrinking visible region, 

(<li2i - <lili) ::: 6cDi ~ oo, 

the term for the ith event becomes: 

cos cD i )-::-----

cos <li • ) j' Ql 2 d0 
l <I> 

. 1 

1 
= --7 co as 6<J'l 

1 
~ 0. 

(lJ 
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It has been asswned here that the integrand is constant over the small 

interval L\cl> i. Thus the i th event ( i_ 
1

) multiplies ./... by a nearly 

infinite scale factor, yet J: i is totally insensitive to the polari

zation and contributes nothing to its determination. 

This states, also, the lmom1 fact that a scintillation counter 

e:h.-periment with only one detection position cannot measure a polari-

zation. The scattered proton must have an alternative of Bcattering 

into more than a single azimuthal direction. 

Eg_. (l) is the corrected form of the likelihood function used 

in this experiment. 

..,, 
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Fig. 1 (a)_ Experimental beam arrangement_ 
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Fig. 1 (b). Vertical lens and focus sing diagram. 
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Fig.· 2. + An example of K -proton elastic scattering. 
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Fig. 3. Experimental angular distribution at 910 MeV/ c based 
on 1154 events. Fit "A" is (l +a cos ~m). Fit "B" is 
(l +b cos e~m + c cos 2 eKm) where a= 0.18 ± 0.05; 
b = 0.20±0~06; c=O.l8±0.12. 
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Zl\" -3821 

Fig. 4(a). An example qf K+ -P elastic scattering followed by a 
P-hydrogen elastic scatter. 
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ZN-3820 

+ Fig. 4(b). An example of K -P elastic scattering followed by a 
P-carbon interaction. 
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Fig. S(a). Differential polarization curves for solutions in 
.Table I with measured values of polarization superimposed. 
The P(x2 ) probabilities of Table I reflect goodness of fit 
both polarization and angular distribution data. The effect 
of the polarization data is shown in the low P(x2 ) values 
as signed, for instance, to solutions A-, G-, and H-. 
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Fig. 5(b ) .. Differential polarization curves [see caption of 
Fig. 5(a)]. 
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Fig. S(c). Differential polarization curves [see caption of 
Fig. S(a)]. 
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Fig. 5(d). Differential polarization curves [see caption of 
Fig. 5(a)]. 
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Fig. 5(e). Differential polarization curves [see caption of 
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Fig. 6. Typical 'TT-K separation curve at the second slit. The 
abscissa is in units of shunt voltage for the magnet of one 
of the spectrometers. 
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Fig. 7. x2 Distribution forK+ -P scatters. The abscissa scale 
has been adjusted as explained in the text. 
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Fig. 8. Comparison of elasti<:: and quasi-elastic scattering. 
The elastic data is the same as given in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 9. Q value for inelastic K+ -P events with superimposed 
carbon phase space curve. 
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Fig. l O{a). Theoretical curves of laboratory scattering angles. 
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Fig. lO(b) and (c). Perpendicular distance-in degrees-from 
(b) the GK vs ep theoretical curve. 
(c) the GTT vs ep theoretical curve. 
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Fig. 11 (a). Measurement error in the azimuthal angle for recoil 
protons at the first scatter. This angle lies in the horizontal 
(x, y) plane of the bubble chamber. 
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Fig. ll(b). Measurement error in the dip angle for recoil protons 
at the first scatter. This angle is measured from the vertical 
(z) chamber axis. 
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Fig. 11 (c). Measurement error in the momentum for recoil 
protons at the first scatter. 
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Fig. 12. K+ beam momentum with fitted Gaussian curve. 
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Fig. 13. Azimuthal angle of the scattered K+ at the first vertex.+ 
This angle is measured about the direction of the incident K 
N denotes an average number of events per box in the stated 
angular region. 
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F1g. 14. N vs N, in the cosine senes fitting of the angular 

distribution. 
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Fig. 15(a). Coplanarity test of P-P scatters. 
(b). Opening angle between the scattered protons to test 

for P-P scatters. 
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Fig. 16(a}. Angular distribution of the scattered proton in P-C 
interactions. 

(b). Angular distribution of the proton in the forward 
center of mass hemisphere for P-P scatters. 
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Fig. 17. Angular distribution of the K-t for events used in the 
polarization determination; the ordinate is in units of 
analyzing power, as described in the text. 
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Fig. l8(a). The logarithm of the likelihood function,cl(P0 ) vs P 0 
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Fig. 18(c) and (d). The logarithm of the likelihood function, 
oC (P0 ), vs P 0 in the indicated ·angular region. 
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Fig. 19. Procedure for the Whatley correction. 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com~ 
mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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